
Many governments think that economic progress is their most important goal. Some people, 
however, think that other types of progress are equally important for a country.

    Many governments believe that economic development is one of the most important goals rather 
than other type of progress. Today some people have mixed views on whether it is essential or it is not 
underlining plan. Based on some evidence, I agree with this statement that financiale planses are most 
significant goal among other goals.

    It is clear that there are many reasons why which you comprehend the economy’s value, one of which 
is planning. By developing the economy you can improve more facilities and define much more planses 
for your society, by which I mean that the poor countriesy such as those in Africa, have less opportunity 
situation for development/growthextending or expanding whereas other countries like Germany which 
define an improvement policy and introduce it in society by forcing people, of course according to their 
financiale conditions, provide modern technology and industry.

    Another reason has to do with goes to education. By this I mean developedment countriesy have this 
condition for improving their knowledge with a lot of progress possessions and also they pave the way 
for integrating progress with better sources of knowledge after that cement their own ideas in with the 
name of their country around the world while developing countriesy just are deprived from many 
golden opportunities. To put it simply, they are a followers and consumersption with less talent or new 
skills.

    Some people consider that other types of progress are important .in psychological terms, convictions- 
opinions- talents- skills ,all play a part in for developing. In addition, underestimating the family’s value 
is wrong because everything starts with is commenced by family .if authorities can provide the way by 
expanding the family’s purpose, they will see an extraordinary progress in their society. Totally in this 
sense, domestic economy without financial hassles is one of indispensable ways for economic progress.

   Here I am referring to some examples .by providing a desirable situation for all members of family, 
according to their talent or their behavior, you have a healthy family with a new lifestyle and with this 
(family), your society consists of healthy members and they make a safe city safe, such as Japan and 
China since there is are a correlation between family progress and society.

   Taking everything into consideration, not only should we expect from the government, but we should 
also provide a condition in which people learn to develop their own idea after that officials should 
define a plan in this way for economic progress that is essential for another best situation. Last but not 
least, it has positive effects in their lifestyle .To put it simply, the more economic progress, the better 
situation for life.


